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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present an attempt to describe flow past the glottis
and to predict the pressure inside the vocal tract during phonation.
Different theoretical models to describe the pressure distribution
inside the whole vocal tract will be presented and compared. The-
oretical models will be validated on ‘in-vitro’ measurements per-
formed on a mechanical replica of the human phonatory system.
Next, an application of this theoretical approach to the simulation
of vowel-plosive-vowel (VCV) sequences is presented. It is shown
that even using a very crude mechanical model for the vocal folds
(such as a 1 or 2-mass model) one can already replicate some im-
portant features with a surprising accuracy. This will be illustrated
by examples of predictions for the onset-offset glottal pressure and
of the fundamental frequency of oscillation. Lastly, the simula-
tions are compared to ‘in-vivo’ observations as e.g. presented in a
companion paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss the effect of the vocal tract on the vocal
folds oscillations. While such a study has already been carried out
extensively in the case of vocal coupling [1, 2, 3, 4], very little is
known about the behaviour of flow past the glottis. The possibility
of having a pressure recovery downstream of the glottis is particu-
larly crucial during the production of the voiceless consonant such
as a plosive. Due to the presence of a closure of the vocal tract the
supraglottal pressure increases which can explain, in a part, the
offset of the vocal folds oscillations. Previous attempts to simulate
such voiceless consonants tend indeed to schow what a precise co-
ordination between the glottal source and the constriction is crucial
[5, 6]. As the matter of fact, without such a description, acceptable
acoustic results can only be simulated using unrealistic glottal ges-
tures.
In this paper, we present an attempt to predict the pressure inside
the vocal tract during phonation. Different theoretical models to
describe the pressure distribution inside the whole vocal tract will
be presented and compared. A particular attention will be devoted
to the relative balance between inertia and viscosity inside the vo-
cal tract.
These theoretical models will be compared to ‘in-vitro’ measure-
ments performed on a mechanical replica of the human phonatory
system. This set-up consists of a pressure reservoir (‘the lungs’),
a self-oscillating mechanical ‘glottis’ [7] and a ‘vocal tract’ mod-
eled by pipes with varying sections and length. Using this set-up,
the generation of a voiced-plosive sequence can thus be simulated
by closing one part of the ‘vocal tract’. Using pressure sensors

placed along the replica, the pressure distribution can be measured
(subglottal, supraglottal and inside the vocal tract). A systematic
study of the acoustical coupling and of the flow recovery will be
presented and compared to the theoretical predictions. Next, we
present an application of this theoretical approach to the simula-
tion of vowel-plosive-vowel (VCV) sequences. It is shown that
even using a very crude mechanical model for the vocal folds (such
as a 1 or 2-mass model) one can already replicate some important
features with a surprising accuracy. This will be illustrated by ex-
amples of predictions for the onset-offset glottal pressure and of
the fundamental frequency of oscillation.
Lastly, the simulations are compared to ‘in-vivo’ observations as
e.g. presented in a companion paper [8].

2. MODELING VOCAL FOLDS DYNAMICS

The interaction of expiratory airflow with the vocal folds tissues
is known to be the primary source of human voiced sound pro-
duction. The airflow through the larynx induces instability of the
vocal folds. The resulting vocal fold vibrations modulate the air-
flow giving rise to a periodic sequence of pressure pulses which
propagates through the vocal tract and is radiated as voiced sound.
Consequently physical modeling of the 3D fluid-structure interac-
tion between the living vocal folds tissues and the expiratory air-
flow is essential in the study of phonation. Simplifications of the
physical reality are favoured due to a historical interest for speech
control and synthesis applications requiring a limited number of
physiological meaningfull and measurable parameters. Therefore
physical models like vocal fold two-mass models strive to repre-
sent the main features of phonation while assuming severe sim-
plifications in the biomechanical structure and fluid mechanical
flow modeling. The description of the aerodynamics in the glot-
tis assumes a simplified one-dimensional quasi-stationary incom-
pressible flow as described by the stationary Bernoulli‘s equation.
Usually several corrections are applied accounting for 1) flow sep-
aration using Liljencrants ‘ad-hoc’ criterium, 2) viscosity in the
glottis (Poiseuille flow), 3) inertance of air [9, 10] and 4) down-
stream pressure recovery.
The possibility of having a pressure recovery downstream of the
glottis is particulary crucial during the production of voiceless con-
sonants concerning the onset and offset of vocal fold oscillation.
In [9] the pressure recovery is estimated by evaluating the quasis-
teady momentum equation depending on the area ratio at the po-
sition of flow separation in the glottis and the vocal tract area past
the glottis. The same area ratio is presented in [11, 12] as a geo-
metrical basis for quantifying the pressure recovery in a diffuser.



In the following the pressure distribution, and so the pressure re-
covery in the downstream resonator, representing the vocal tract
geometry or the experimentally assessed pipe, is modelled apply-
ing the same simplified description of the aerodynamics as used for
the flow through the glottis. This way the flow through the down-
stream pipe geometry is described by the stationary Bernoulli‘s
equation and correcting for viscosity of inertance. Hereby it is as-
sumed that the downstream pipe geometry is described by uniform
sections with changing cross-section.
This approach, requiring the upstream pressure ���	��
 as an in-
put parameter, is applied to the simulation of vowel-plosive-vowel
(VCV) sequences for which the temporal variation of the different
vocal tract uniform cross-sections is obtained as described in [13].

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental set-up consists of a pressure reservoir (‘lungs’),
a self-oscillating mechanical replica (‘glottis’) and a downstream
pipe (‘vocal tract’) with varying sections and length. The glot-
tal replica and experimental set-up are detailed in [4, 7]. Briefly
the mechanical replica (width 0.024m) consists of two connected
latex tubes filled with water representing the vocal folds. An in-
ternal pressure ������������������ is imposed and controlled before
and during each experiment. The replica is connected to a pressure
reservoir ( ���������  �!�"$# ) representing the lungs and supplying a
static pressure � �	��
 in the range of 0 to 700Pa. The vocal tract
is represented by a downstream cylindrical pipe of length 50cm
and diameter 0.025m. In order to attempt the study of production
of a ‘vowel-plosive-vowel’ sequence, a rectangular constriction of
length 2cm with variable aperture height is added at the down-
stream pipe end. Constriction aperture heights %�& of 0.82mm,
1.2mm, 2.2mm, 2.7mm, 3.5mm and 4.05mm are assessed corre-
sponding to respectively 4%, 6%, 11%, 14%, 18% and 21% of the
uniform downstream pipe area. The pressures just upstream �'�	��

and downstream �)( of the replica as well as the pressure at the
constriction level �*& are measured. The imposed internal pressure
of �)��+�,����������� corresponds to an initial closure of the vocal
fold replica for �)�	��
-�.� , which is the optimal condition to obtain
sustained oscillation of the glottal replica, i.e. a minimum effort
or threshold � �	��
 [3, 4]. A photograph and schematic overview of
the experimental set-up is given in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Picture and schematic overview of experimental setup: A
‘lungs’, B ‘glottal’ replica, C ‘vocal tract’ and D constriction. The
position of 3 distinct pressure taps are numbered in the denoted
airflow direction: (1) �)�	��
 , (2) �*( and (3) �*& .

4. RESULTS

Figure 2 illustrates the influence of the constriction aperture height
on the oscillatory behaviour of the mechanical vocal folds replica.
The measured �*( just upstream the constriction for an aperture of
1.2mm and 3.5mmm are shown as function of ���	��
 in respectively

part (a) and part (c). The absence and presence of sustained oscilla-
tions of the replica is clearly illustrated. The oscillation frequency
as well as threshold �)�	��
 required to get onset or offset of sus-
tained oscillation derived from the corresponding spectra given in
part (b) and (c) of figure 2. The ���	��
 -threshold for on- and off-set
of sustained oscillation for all assessed apertures %�& is plotted in
figure 3 illustrating the hysteris behaviour. It is easily seen that the
minimum pressure required to get sustained oscillations decrease
with increasing minimum aperture. Therefore the applied aerody-
namic description might describe the off- and onset of vocal folds
oscillation by consecutive decreasing and increasing vocal tract
cross-section as is e.g. the case in vowel-plosive-vowel sequences.
Part (a) of figure 4 illustrates a first attempt to reproduce exper-
imentally a vowel-plosive-vowel sequence to perform controlled
validation. This qualitatively corresponds to the ‘aka’ simulation
shown in part (b). To study the influence of ���/��
 on glottal ab-
duction (h[m]) during the plosive the simulation is performed for
� �	��
 yielding 500Pa and 1000Pa. The retrieved duration of glottal
abduction is not changed which corresponds to ‘in-vivo’ findings
as presented in [8].
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Fig. 2. Exemplar data of �)�	��
 [Pa] (top) and �*( [Pa] (bot-
tom) and corresponding spectrograms for an obstruction height
of %0& =1.2mm (a,b) and %�& =3.5mm (c,d) illustrating absence
( %0& =1.2mm) and presence ( %0& =3.5mm) of sustained oscillations.
In the last case the �)�	��
 -threshold for on- and offset of sustained
oscillation (frequency 130Hz) is illustrated.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented a first attempt to describe flow past the glottis and
in particular the pressure recovery based on simple aerodynamic
principles. We performed a quantitative validation on ‘in-vitro’
measurements performed on a mechanical replica of the human
phonatory system. Next, this theoretical approach is applied to the
simulation of vowel-plosive-vowel (VCV) sequences. It is shown
that even using a very crude mechanical model for the vocal folds
(such as a 1 or 2-mass model) one can already replicate some im-
portant features with a surprising accuracy. This is illustrated by
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Fig. 3. �)�	��
 -threshold for onset (*) and offset (+) of sustained
oscillation as a function of %�& .
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Fig. 4. Illustrative example of (a) preliminary attempt of an ‘in-
vitro’ experimentally ‘vowel-plosive-vowel’ sequence (P [Pa]) and
(b) modelled ‘vowel-plosive-vowel’ (‘aka’) sequence showing the
influence of �)�	��
 , i.e. 500Pa(bottom) and 1000Pa(top), on glottal
abduction (h[m]) during the plosive.

examples of predictions for the onset-offset glottal pressure and of
the fundamental frequency of oscillation. Lastly, the simulations
are compared to ‘in-vivo’ observations as e.g. presented in a com-
panion paper.
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